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Abstract
We observe that several existing policy gradient methods (such as vanilla policy gradient,
PPO, A2C) may suffer from overly large gradients when the current policy is close to
deterministic (even in some very simple environments), leading to an unstable training
process. To address this issue, we propose a new method, called target distribution learning
(TDL), for policy improvement in reinforcement learning. TDL alternates between proposing
a target distribution and training the policy network to approach the target distribution.
TDL is more effective in constraining the KL divergence between updated policies, and
hence leads to more stable policy improvements over iterations. Our experiments show that
TDL algorithms perform comparably to (or better than) state-of-the-art algorithms for most
continuous control tasks in the MuJoCo environment while being more stable in training.
1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms can be broadly divided into value-based methods and
policy search methods. When applied to continuous control tasks, value-based methods (such as
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]) need to incorporate other designs to convert the learned value function to executable
policies [6, 7]. On the other hand, policy search methods directly improve a policy for continuous
control. Among others, policy gradient-based methods have been shown to be quite effective in
searching good policies (e.g., [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]). These methods first compute the gradient of the
performance measure with respect to the parameters of the policy network and then update the
parameters via stochastic gradient ascent. In order to ensure that the policy improves in terms of
the performance measure over the iterations, the policy improvement theorem [13] suggests that
the policy update should not be too large over one iteration. Specifically, policy improvement
requires a regularization on the state-action space to avoid destructively large updates, i.e., the
probability distributions over the action space of the old and new policies conditioned on a state
should not vary too much.
Influenced by the policy improvement theorem, several effective algorithms have been proposed
in the literature. TRPO [14] and ACKTR [15] both update the policy subject to a constraint
in the state-action space (trust region). ACER [16] adopts a trust region optimization method
that clips the policy gradient in the state-action space to constrain the policy update. PPO
[17] designs a clipped surrogate objective that approximates the regularization. PPO has been
proven to be quite effective and is relatively simple-to-implement, thus becomes a quite popular
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method. In our experiment (see Section 3 ), we identify some weakness of PPO (as well as some
other policy gradient-based methods): we found that when the policy is near-deterministic, the
gradient may explode which leads to instability, even in very simple settings. Moreover, PPO
performs multiple epochs of minibatch updates on the same samples to fully utilize the samples.
We observe significant performance degradation when increasing the sample reuse (see Section 5
.2).
We propose a new policy search method, called target distribution learning (TDL), that
improves the policy over iterations. In each iteration, the action distribution conditioned on
each encountered state is produced by the policy network. The actions are drawn from these
distributions and used to interact with the environment. Then, TDL proposes better action
distributions (called target distributions) to optimize the performance measure and updates the
policy network to approach the target distributions.
The contributions of our work are summarized as follows:
1. (Section 3 ) We identify an instability issue in training for some policy gradient-based
methods. In particular, we show experimentally that PPO suffers from such instability
issue even in a very simple environment.
2. (Section 4 ) We propose a new policy improvement method, called TDL, that retains the
simplicity of PPO while avoids the instability issue. We also propose three algorithms based
on TDL, all of which set target distributions within a trust region and thus ensure the
policy improvement. We provide theoretical guarantee that the target distribution is close
to the old distribution in terms of KL divergence (Appendix A .1). Two algorithms set
the target distributions following an update rule of evolutionary strategy (ES) [18]. Unlike
previous work (such as [19, 20, 21]) which used ES to search over the parameter space
directly, we first incorporate the idea in ES to propose better action distributions. Moreover,
we analyze the behavior of one of our algorithms based on ES theoretically and illustrate
that the algorithm can better prevent premature convergence (Appendix A .2).
3. (Section 5 ) We conduct several experiments to show that our algorithms perform comparably
to (or better than) several state-of-the-art algorithms on benchmark tasks. Moreover, we
show that our algorithms are more effective to realize a regularization in the state-action space
than TRPO and PPO, and can increase the sample reuse without significant performance
degradation.
2 Preliminaries
A Markov Decision Process (MDP) for continuous control is a tuple (S,A, P,R, γ) specifying the
state space S, the continuous action space A ⊆ Rd, the state transition probability P (st+1|st, at),
the reward R(rt|st, at) and the discount factor γ. Let pi denote a stochastic policy pi : S×A → [0, 1].
In this paper, it is specified by a probability distribution whose statistical parameter is given by a
neural network with parameter θ, i.e., pi(at|φθ(st)) where φθ(st) denotes the statistical parameter
(e.g., the mean and standard deviation of a Gaussian). We call this probability distribution action
distribution. The value function is defined as V pi(s) := E[
∑∞
t=0
∑
s′ p(st = s
′|s0 = s, piθ)γtrt] for
each s ∈ S. The corresponding Q-function is defined as Qpi(s, a) := E[∑∞t=0∑s′ p(st = s′|s0 =
s, a0 = a, piθ)γ
trt] for each s ∈ S and a ∈ A. The advantage function for each action a in state
s is defined as Api(s, a) = Qpi(s, a) − V pi(s). The goal is to maximize the expected cumulative
reward from an initial state distribution, i.e., maxpi η(pi) := Es0 [V pi(s0)].
In this paper, we use multivariate Gaussian distributions with diagonal covariance matrices
as the action distributions for the stochastic policy. In this case, the statistical parameter φθ(s)
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has two components, the action mean µθ(s) ∈ Rd and the diagonal elements of covariance matrix
σ2θ(s) ∈ Rd. In each iteration, the new policy pi(a|s) = N (a|µθ(s), σθ(s)) is updated from an old
policy piold(a|s) = N (a|µold(s), σold(s)).
In each iteration, the policy network is updated to optimize the following surrogate objective
subject to a Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence [22] to prevent destructively large updates. The
formulation is first proposed by [14] based on [13].
maximizeθL(θ) = Es∼ρ
piold
[∑
a
N (a|µθ(s), σθ(s))Apiold(s, a)
]
(1)
s.t. max
s∈S
KL
(N (·|µold(s), σold(s))||N (·|µθ(s), σθ(s))) ≤ δ, (2)
where ρpi(s) = Es0 [
∑∞
t=0 γ
tp(st = s|s0, pi)] is the state visitation frequency and KL(·||·) indicates
the KL divergence between two probability distributions. When δ is small, a solution of the above
optimization problem can guarantee a policy improvement over the iteration, i.e., η(pi) > η(piold)
[14].
The above optimization objective can be approximated using Monte Carlo samples as follows:
maximizeθLˆ(θ) =
1
T
T∑
t=1
[
Aˆt
N (at|µθ(st), σθ(st))
N (at|µold(st), σold(st))
]
, (3)
where st and at are the samples of the state and the action, respectively, at timestep t following
piold. Aˆt := Aˆpi
old
(st, at) is an estimator of the advantage function at timestep t. One popular
choice is to use generalized advantage estimator (GAE) [23] as the advantage estimator. TRPO
and PPO are based on the above formulation.
3 Instability issue of previous methods
In this section, we show that the gradient of the objective Lˆ(θ) (in (3)) with respect to θ may
explode when the policy is near-deterministic, i.e., σθ(·) is small, which may lead to instability in
training.
Let us consider a case where the standard deviation of the action distribution σ is state indepen-
dent and thus itself is a parameter of the policy network. Define Lˆt(θ) = Aˆt
N (at|µθ(st), σ)
N (at|µold(st), σold) .
By the standard chain rule, one can see that the gradient with respect to θ is as follows:
∂Lˆ(θ)
∂θ
=
1
T
T∑
t=1
[
Lˆt(θ)
∂ logN (at|µθ(st), σ)
∂µθ(st)
∂µθ(st)
∂θ
]
. (4)
Moreover, the gradient of the logarithm of the probability density with respect to the mean is
∂ logN (at|µθ(st), σ)
∂µθ(st)
=
at − µθ(st)
σ2
. (5)
Therefore, the gradient with respect to θ is inversely proportional to σ for a typical sample at.
When the policy is near-deterministic, i.e., σ is small, the gradient with respect to θ becomes
large. So, it is likely that, given a state s, the mean of the action distribution conditioned on this
state µθ(s) is updated to a place far away from the previous mean µold(s), which may already be
close to optimal. This thus leads to a "bad" action in the next iteration. Notice that other policy
gradient-based algorithms involving the gradient of a probability density function (such as vanilla
policy gradient, A2C) may suffer from the same issue. 1
1TRPO does not suffer from such issue since it performs a line search for the step size.
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Now, we show that PPO suffers from such instability issue even in a simple environment as
follows: In each round, the environment samples a state s ∼ U([0, 1]1). The agent receives the
state, performs an action a ∈ R1 and suffers a cost (negative reward) c(a) = a2. The objective is
to minimize the one-step cost, i.e., minθ E[
∑
a piθ(a|s)c(a)]. Notice that the cost is independent
of the state but the state is still fed as an input to the policy network. It is obvious that the
optimal policy should play a = 0 with probability 1 for any state, which is a deterministic policy.
Our experiment shows that PPO suffers from the aforementioned instability issue, resulting in an
oscillating and diverging behavior. On the other hand, our new method TDL (see Section 4 )
circumvents the computation of the gradient of a probability density function, hence does not
suffer from such instability issue. We show the result in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Five independent runs for each algorithm in a simple environment. Left. The cost from
executing the mean of the action distribution along the training. Right. The standard deviation
of the action distribution along the training.
4 Target distribution learning
Instead of optimizing the objective L(θ) with respect θ directly, TDL solves the constrained
optimization problem in two steps: TDL first solves the constrained optimization w.r.t. the
statistical parameters of the action distributions (targets) and then trains the policy network to
match the targets.
In the first step, for each state sample st, TDL proposes a target distribution whose statistical
parameters (µˆt, σˆt) attempt to solve the following optimization problem.
maximizeµ,σ
∑
a
N (a|µ, σ)Apiold(st, a)
s.t.KL(N (·|µold(st), σold(st))||N (·|µ, σ)) ≤ δ. (6)
In the second step, the policy network learns to match the proposed targets by minimizing the
mean squared error with respect to these targets.
Notice that typically only one estimate Aˆt := Aˆpi
old
(st, at) is known. Therefore, (6) cannot
be solved exactly and there is a tradeoff between exploitation and exploration for the target
distribution, i.e., we can move the target distribution to the "best" area indicated by the estimate
and shrink the variance of the distribution (exploit) or we can increase the variance for a better
estimation of the advantage function (explore). In policy gradient methods, the mean and the
variance of the action distribution are updated jointly subjected to the law given by the gradient
of the probability density function. However, in TDL, the mean and the variance can be updated
independently to implement different action search strategies.
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Next, we propose three algorithms based on TDL, TDL-direct, TDL-ES and TDL-ESr. The
pseudocode for TDL is shown in Algorithm 1, where the three algorithms propose different target
statistical parameters that attempt to be a solution for (6) in line 8 - 10.
Algorithm 1 Target learning
1: Number of timesteps in one iteration T , minibatch size M , number of epochs E
2: Initialize the action distribution of the policy, (µθ, σ)
3: Initialize the critic network Vφ
4: for i = 0, 1, 2, · · · do
5: Interact with the environment and obtain T on-policy transitions {(st, at, rt, st+1)}
6: Calculate the Monte Carlo return for each transition Rt =
∑T
t′=t γ
t′−trt′
7: Calculate the advantage function estimate Aˆt for each transition (by GAE)
8: Revise the sampled actions following (10) for TDL-ESr
9: Calculate the target means µˆt following (8) for TDL-direct (or (9) for TDL-ES/TDL-ESr)
10: Update σ to σˆ following (7)
11: for j = 1 : ET/M do
12: Sample a minibatch that contains M transitions
13: Update θ to minimize 1M
∑M
t=1(µˆt − µθ(st))2 on the minibatch
14: Update φ to minimize 1M
∑M
t=1(Rt − Vφ(st))2 on the minibatch
In these algorithms, we assume the standard deviation of the action distribution is state
independent and defer the state dependent case to future work. Inspired by the self-adaption
technique [24, 25], given all the state samples, action samples and corresponding advantage
estimates {st, at, Aˆt}Tt=1 in the iteration, the standard deviation of the action distribution σ is
updated to
σˆ =
√√√√ 1
T
T∑
t=1
(
(at − µold(st))2I{Aˆt > 0}+ (σold)2I{Aˆt ≤ 0}
)
. (7)
The first term indicates that when the action samples with positive advantage estimates are
generally within the one-sigma range, σ shrinks, otherwise it expands for further exploration.
The second term indicates that the samples with negative advantage estimates keep σ unchanged.
When the advantage estimates of the samples are all positive or negative, the standard deviation σ
remains unchanged in expectation, i.e., Eat∼N (µold(st),σold)[σˆ2] = (σold)2. This prevents a drift of
the action distribution when the critic is not well learned. This update rule allows an adaptation
for exploration while keeps a slow update rate for σ which prevents premature convergence.
Empirically in our later experiments, each dimension of σˆ/σold falls within [1 − , 1 + ] for a
 ≤ 0.01 when T = 2048.
The following three algorithms propose the target mean in different ways.
TDL-direct algorithm
For each state sample st, given an action sample at and its advantage estimate Aˆt, TDL-direct
sets the target statistical parameters (µˆt, σˆ) to (µ, σ) that maximize N (at |µ, σ)Aˆt (i.e., the Monte
Carlo estimate of the objective in (6)) subject to the constraint in (6). Recall that the action at
is sampled from N (µold, σold). Hence, we can write at = µold(st) + ytσold, where yt ∼ N (0, I).
Let α > 0 be a hyperparameter controlling the size of the trust region. The target mean for the
sample at timestep t is proposed as
µˆt = µ
old(st) + sign(Aˆt) min
(
1,
√
2α
‖yt‖2
)
ytσ
old, (8)
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where sign(·) is the sign function. When Aˆt > 0, N (at |µ, σ)Aˆt can be maximized by setting
µ = at. When Aˆt ≤ 0, it is prefered that µ is as far away from at as possible. However, this
may violate the constraint in (6). Thus, we clip the amount of the change from µold(st) to
µˆt such that KL(N (·|µold(st), σold)||N (·|µˆt, σˆt)) ≤ dα(1 + 2) + o(2) ≈ dα, assuming that the
standard deviation changes slowly in each iteration. In Appendix A .1, we show that the above
clip operation can guarantee that the KL constraint is satisfied (by leveraging the fact that the
KL divergence between two Gaussian distributions has a closed-form analytical formula).
TDL-ES algorithm
(1 + 1)-ES, one of the evolutionary strategies (ES) [26], can be used to solve the optimization
problem in (6). The problem setting for (1 + 1)-ES is as follows. In each iteration, an offspring
x is sampled from the Gaussian distribution N (µold, σold) centering at the parent µold and the
corresponding fitness f(x) is acquired to compare against the fitness of the parent f(µold). The
objective is to find a Gaussian distribution D = N (µ, σ) that maximizes Ex∼D[f(x)]. Natural
evolutionary strategy (NES) [27] iteratively updates the distribution to optimize the objective
along a natural gradient direction to solve the problem.
We observe that the objective in (6) is essentially the same as the objective for the problem
solved by (1 + 1)-ES. By letting µold = µold(st) and x = at, Aˆt is an estimate of Qpi
old
(st, at)−
V pi
old
(st) and can be used to indicate f(x) − f(µold). In this way, the optimization problem
defined in (6) matches the problem setting for (1 + 1)-ES. Therefore, the target mean can be
proposed by the update rule for NES, as follows:
µˆt = µ
old(st) + νI{Aˆt > 0}(at − µold(st)), (9)
where ν ∈ (0, 1] is the step size. For the update of the standard deviation, we still use (7). 2
TDL-ES algorithm with target statistical parameters defined in (7) and (9) has two properties.
First, for a typical action sample at, the proposed target statistical parameters satisfy the
constraint in (6), i.e., E[KL(N (·|µold(st), σold)||N (·|µˆt, σˆt))] ≤ 12dν2(1 + 2) + o(2) ≈ 12dν2
(c.f. Appendix A .1). Second, consider one policy improvement step in TDL-ES and denote
D := {a|Qpiold(st, a) > V piold(st)} for a state st which represents the "good" areas in the action
space indicated by the value functions of the old policy. TDL-ES updates the standard deviation
of the action distribution towards the (truncated) "radius" of D and the mean of the action
distribution towards the "center" of D. This is appealing, since when the actor performs poor
(leading to a small V (st) and a large D), it keeps exploring. In addition, when the critic estimate
is overly large or small (leading to very large or very small D), the action distribution remains the
same in expectation. In contrast, a vanilla policy gradient method under a similar setting updates
the variance of the action distribution towards zero and the mean of the action distribution towards
argmaxaQ
piold(st, a). This may lead to premature convergence. See the detail in Appendix A .2.
TDL-ESr algorithm
Both TDL-direct and TDL-ES propose the target mean based solely on the action sample
at from the state st and ignore the temporal structure of MDP. According to the observation
that the state representation does not change too fast in adjacent steps, we can revise the
formulation for the target mean in TDL-ES (i.e., (9)) by the information of 2N + 1 adjacent
samples (at+t′ , Aˆt+t′), t′ ∈ [−N,N ], resulting in a revised version of TDL-ES which we call
TDL-ESr. The revised formula is the same as (9), except that we substitute at with a˜t. Suppose
at = µ
old(st) + ytσ
old is obtained by sampling yt ∼ N (0, I). For a revising ratio r ∈ [0, 1], a˜t can
be defined as a˜t = µold(st) + y˜tσold, where
2 One could also use NES rules to update the target standard deviation. But we found that the standard
deviation easily explodes following NES rules in RL context. Hence, we choose to keep using (7).
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y˜t = (1− r)yt + ry′t, y′t =
(
N∑
t′=−N
yt max(0, Aˆt+t′)
)
/
(
N∑
t′=−N
max(0, Aˆt+t′)
)
, (10)
Recall that, in TDL-ES, the mean of the action distribution moves to the direction indicated
by yt. This revision makes the mean update tilt to a direction y′t indicated by adjacent "good"
samples, i.e., samples with Aˆt+t′ > 0. Consider a case where an action sample at yields a large
reward and results in a large Aˆt, indicating that this is potentially a good direction. In TDL-ESr,
the mean updates on the adjacent states will tilt towards this direction. This yeilds a directional
exploration.
5 Experiments
We conduct several experiments in order to demonstrate the following: 1) The performance
of our algorithms on continuous control benchmark tasks is comparable with (or better than)
the state-of-the-art algorithms; 2) We can safely increase the on-policy sample reuse without
damaging the performance of our algorithms; 3) Our algorithms can effectively constrain the
maximum KL divergence across the state space than TRPO and PPO.
5 .1 Performance on continuous control benchmarks
We implemented TDL-direct, TDL-ES and TDL-ESr for the continuous control tasks provided
by OpenAI Gym [28] using MuJoCo simulator [29]. Due to space limit, the detailed setting of
hyperparameters can be found in Appendix A .5. In our experiments, We compare our algorithms
against several popular policy gradient-based algorithms, TRPO [14], PPO [17] (the clipped
version), A2C (a synchronous version of A3C [12]) and DDPG [4]. We show the result in Figure
2. The hyperparameters of the previous algorithms are tuned separately for each task. We
use the same set of hyperparameters for our algorithms across all the tasks except Humanoid,
HumanoidStandup and Ant which are the three tasks with the largest action space dimensions.
We can see that at least one of our algorithms outperform the previous algorithms in most
tasks. In particular, TDL-direct performs better on tasks that requires precise control (such as
InvertedPendulum), but slightly worse on tasks that requires exploration (such as Hopper). TDL-
ES and TDL-ESr are more exploratory and the revised version greatly boosts the performance on
complex tasks (such as Humanoid). Moreover, the performance fluctuation during the training for
our algorithms is typically small, which suggests that the training processes of our algorithms are
more stable and steadily improved over iterations. For tasks that require a precise control such
as Reacher and InvertedPendulum, our algorithms result in a higher average cumulative reward
than previous algorithms. This is due to the fact that our algorithms address the instability issue
illustrated in Section 3 .
5 .2 On-policy sample reuse
Unlike off-policy algorithms that use past experiences to improve sample efficiency, on-policy
algorithms can improve the sample efficiency by learning more epochs on the same on-policy
samples. We compare our algorithms against PPO with different level of sample reuse and show
the result in Figure 3. Notice that PPO is quite similar to our algorithms and the main difference
is that PPO updates along the policy gradient and ours update to match the target distributions.
We see that, in PPO, although the sample efficiency improves from the increase of the sample
reuse, the performance gets damaged. In contrast, TDL methods avoid this issue and we can
safely increase the sample reuse. This is due to the fact that the policy network in TDL learns
7
Figure 2: Comparison of several algorithms on MuJoCo tasks. The lines indicate the moving
average across 3 independent runs and the shaded areas indicate the 10% and 90% quantiles.
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to match the fixed target distributions, whereas the policy network in PPO updates along the
policy gradient of a clipped surrogate objective. When iteratively optimizing this objective, more
samples are masked by the clipping and the action distributions conditioned on the corresponding
state samples will stray away.
Figure 3: Performance of TDL-direct (left), TDL-ES (middle) and PPO (right) on Hopper-v2
task with different levels of sample reuse. Num. epochs denotes the average number of times that
a sample is used the for the neural network update. The lines indicate the moving average across
5 independent runs and the shaded areas indicate the 10% and 90% quantiles.
5 .3 KL divergence constraints
Our algorithms, like TRPO and PPO, rely on a conservative policy iteration that requires a
constraint in the state-action space. This experiment is designed to evaluate how effective these
algorithms can enforce such a constraint. TRPO, PPO and our algorithms aim to constrain
the maximum KL divergence across the state space. In this experiment, we approximate the
maximum KL divergence across the state space by first sampling a holdout set of 2048 transitions
in each iteration and then recording the maximum KL divergence of the action distributions
conditioned on each state sample in the holdout set over the iteration.
We show the result in Figure 4. The result for TDL-ESr in this experiment is quite similar
to that of TDL-ES and thus omitted. First, we observe that in our algorithms the maximum
KL divergences are effectively bounded by the limits we set while in TRPO the maximum KL
divergences can be up to two orders of magnitude larger than the prescribed limits. Second,
the maximum KL divergences in our algorithms (especially in TDL-direct) are generally smaller
than those of TRPO and PPO indicating a more conservative policy update in our algorithms.
Thus, our algorithms result in a more stably improved performance during the training while
achieves a comparable asymptotic performance and sample efficiency. The result indicates that the
sample-wise constraint in TDL is more effective in enforcing a global constraint in the state-action
space than previous methods.
6 Conclusion
We proposed a new method, called target distribution learning, to optimize stochastic policies
for continuous control. This method proposes target distributions in each iteration and then
trains the policy network to match these distributions. It enables a safe increase in the sample
reuse to improve the sample efficiency for an on-policy algorithm. We designed three algorithms
via this method. These algorithms can effectively impose constraint on the state-action space
and avoid the instability problem of some prior policy gradient-based methods. Empirically,
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Figure 4: The maximum KL divergence during the training on different tasks. The blue, orange,
green and red lines stand for TRPO, PPO, TDL-direct and TDL-ES respectively. The mean
KL constraint in TRPO is set to δ = 0.01 and the level is indicated by the straight blue lines
(bottom). The maximum KL bounds on samples for TDL-direct and TDL-ES are indicated by
the straight green lines (middle) and the straight red lines (top) respectively.
our algorithms achieve comparable performances to some state-of-the-art algorithms on a set of
continuous control benchmark tasks.
In this paper, we focus on on-policy algorithms and Gaussian distribution for the action
distribution. However, target distribution learning can be readily extended to off-policy settings,
other types of action distributions and other types of constraints in the state-action space. We
leave the extension as an interesting future direction.
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A Appendix: supplementary material
A .1 The KL divergence Constraint
In this section, we show that the proposed target statistical parameters in TDL-direct and
TDL-ES satisfy the KL divergence constraint. In other words, the KL divergence between the old
and the new action distributions conditioned on each state sample is bounded, if the new action
distribution is specified by the target statistical parameters proposed in the algorithms.
Conditioned on a state sample st, we consider the target mean and the target standard
deviation of the action distribution, µˆt and σˆ. For simplicity, instead of using (µˆt, σˆ), we use the
relative values (µt, σ) to specify the new action distribution. More precisely, their relationship is
as follows: µˆt = µold(st)+µtσold, σˆ = σσold. Given that the probability distribution of the policy
is the multivariate Gaussian distribution with diagonal covariance matrix, the KL divergence
between the old and the new action distributions conditioned on one sample can be written in
terms of the new old and new statistical parameters conditioned on the corresponding state.
KLt := KL(N (·|µold(st), σold)||N (·|µˆt, σˆ)) = 1
2
d∑
i=1
[
2 log σi +
1 + µti
2
σi2
− 1
]
(11)
where i indicates the i-th element in the vector and d is the dimension of the action space.
Notice that the standard deviation of the action distribution is state independent and it typically
does not change too much over one iteration. Hence, we assume σti ∈ [1− , 1 + ] with a small
value .
For TDL-direct, recall that µ2ti ≤
(
min(1,
√
2α
||yt||2 )yt
)2
≤ 2α, where the action sample at is
obtained from at = µold(st) + ytσold by sampling a yt ∼ N (0, I). Therefore, we can see that KLt
is bounded, as desired.
KLt ≤ 1
2
∑d
i=1
[
2 log(1− ) + 1 + 2α
(1− )2 − 1
]
= dα(1 + 2) + o(2) ≈ dα (12)
For TDL-ES, Eyti [µ2ti] ≤ ν2Eyti [y2ti] = ν2. Therefore, the expected KLt can be bounded as
follows:
Eat [KLt] ≤
1
2
∑d
i=1
[
2 log(1− ) + 1 + ν
2
(1− )2 − 1
]
=
1
2
dν2(1 + 2) + o(2) ≈ 1
2
dν2 (13)
Notice that the policy improvement theorem requires a worst-case KL bound over all possible
states [30]. TDL-direct and TDL-ES enforces the KL constraint for each state sample. In contrast,
TRPO bounds the mean KL based on the states observed in the iteration and PPO disincentivizes
the update that violates the constraint. Our previous experiment in Figure 4 verifies that the
constraint enforced by our algorithms is closest to that required by the policy improvement
theorem, compared with TRPO and PPO.
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A .2 Target distribution for TDL-ES as a policy improvement step
Policy iteration alternates between the policy evaluation step and the policy improvement
step. In each iteration, the policy improvement step in our algorithms aims to maximize the
surrogate objective
∑
aN (a|µˆt, σˆt)Api
old
(st, a) by updating the statistical parameters of the action
distribution conditioned on each state, i.e., µˆt and σˆt, where Api
old
(st, a) is the advantage function
of the old policy.
In this section, we study the behavior of TDL-ES in detail, in order to answer the following
two questions. First, within one iteration, what is the tendency of the updates of the action
distributions in TDL-ES. Second, does the target setting procedure in TDL-ES bring some
additional bias that prevents it from finding a locally optimal policy.
For the convenience of analysis, we make the following simplifying assumption. We assume
there is no estimation error (i.e., we have sufficient many samples and we only analyze the
expectation) and no approximation error (i.e., the networks are updated exactly to what want it
to be and we treat the states as if they were in the tabular case).
Let us first analyze the first question and focus on the policy improvement step in one
iteration. We assume the advantage function Api
old
(st, a) is given by the difference of the Q-
function Qpi
old
(st, a) and the state value V pi
old
(st) instead of GAE used in real algorithms. Since
we analyze a specific policy improvement step, we can regard these value functions as fixed. Since
the updates of the action distributions conditioned on different states are independent, we only
need to analyze a state-agnostic case. In this case, the objective of the policy improvement
step is to maximize
∑
aN (a|µ, σ)(Q(a)− V¯ ) w.r.t. µ and σ in each iteration, where Q(·) is the
Q-function of the old policy and V¯ is the corresponding state value function.
Upon one policy improvement step, µ and σ are updated to the targets proposed by TDL-ES.
To answer the first question, we analyze a virtual process where µ and σ are iteratively updated
following the rule of TDL-ES, instead of updating only once. This helps us to understand where
the action distribution will be updated to. The virtual process alternates between sampling a
sufficient number of samples {at} from the current action distribution, querying {Q(at)} and
updating the action distribution following the update rule of TDL-ES. In the proof of Theorem
A .4, we will first analyze how µ and σ are updated in one step and then analyze the above
virtual process.
Before we present the results, let us give several definitions. We define F (a) := I{Q(a)− V¯ },
G(µ, σ) := Ey∼N (0,I) [F (µ+ yσ)] and D := {a|Q(a) > V¯ }, where I(·) is the indicator function.
The function F is an indicator of whether the advantage is positive or negative. The function G
is obtained from F by smoothing over F with a Gaussian filter whose standard deviation is σ.
We illustrate their relationship in Figure 5. We show later that TDL-ES is actually seeking a
better solution with respect to G and the virtual process results in an action distribution whose
mean is the "center" of D and whose standard deviation is the "radius" of D.
Lemma A .1 ([19]). For vectors µ, σ, y ∈ Rd and a function f : Rd → R,
1
σ
Ey∼N (0,I) [yf(µ+ yσ)] = ∇µEy∼N (0,I) [f(µ+ yσ)] .
Lemma A .2 (Gradient of indicator function [31]). For a function f : Rd → R that is continuous
and differentiable and D ⊆ Rd,∫
x∈Rd
f(x)∇xI{x ∈ D}dx = −
∫
x∈D
∇xf(x)dx
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Figure 5: The functions Q(a), F (a) and G(µ, σ) for a given σ.
Lemma A .3 (Laplacian of indicator function [31]). For any continuous and differentiable
function f : Rd → R that vanishs at infinity, i.e., lim
‖x‖→∞
f(x) = 0, and D ⊆ Rd,∫
x∈Rd
f(x)∇2xI{x ∈ D}dx =
∫
x∈D
∇2xf(x)dx
Theorem A .4. Consider a fixed state value function V¯ and a fixed state-agonstic action value
function Q(a). The action distribution is iteratively updated following the update rule of TDL-ES
as follows:
µ(k+1) ← Ea∼N (µ(k),σ(k))
[
(µ(k) + τ(a− µ(k)))I{Q(a) > V¯ }+ µ(k)I{Q(a) ≤ V¯ }
]
(14)
(σ(k+1))2 ← Ea∼N (µ(k),σ(k))
[
(a− µ(k))2I{Q(a) > V¯ }+ (σ(k))2I{Q(a) ≤ V¯ }
]
(15)
Consider an update step (µ, σ)→ (µ′, σ′), then,{
µ′ − µ = τσ2∇µG(µ, σ)
(σ′/σ)2 = 1 + σ2∇2µG(µ, σ)
. (16)
The following (µ, σ) is the fixed point of the iteration,
µ =
∫
x∈D xf(x)dx∫
x∈D f(x)dx
σ2 =
∫
x∈D(x− µ)2f(x)dx∫
x∈D f(x)dx
, (17)
where D = {x|Q(x) > V¯ } and f(x) = exp(− (x−µ)22σ2 ).
Proof. Consider an update step (µ, σ)→ (µ′, σ′). For the update of µ, we can use Lemma A .1
to obtain
µ′ − µ = τσEy∼N (0,I)
[
yI{Q(µ+ yσ) > V¯ }]
= τσEy∼N (0,I) [yF (µ+ yσ)]
= τσ2∇µEy∼N (0,I) [F (µ+ yσ)]
= τσ2∇µG(µ, σ) (18)
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This shows that the mean update of the action distribution is along the gradient ascent
direction of G(µ, σ).
∇µG(µ, σ)|µ = ∇µ
∫
y∈Rd
p(y)I{Q(µ+ yσ) > V¯ }dy∣∣
µ
=
∫
y∈Rd
p(y)∇µI{Q(µ+ yσ) > V¯ }
∣∣
µ
dy
=
∫
y∈Rd
p(y)∇xI{Q(x) > V¯ }
∣∣
x=µ+yσ
dy
=
∫
y∈Rd
p(y)∇xI{x ∈ D}
∣∣
x=µ+yσ
dy
=
∫
x∈Rd
p(
x− µ
σ
)∇xI{x ∈ D} 1
σ
dx
=
1
σ
∫
x∈Rd
1
(2pi)
d
2 σ
exp(− (x− µ)
2
2σ2
)∇xI{x ∈ D}dx (19)
Let f(x) = exp(− (x−µ)22σ2 ), substitute (19) into (18) and use Lemma A .2,
µ′ − µ = τσ2 1
σ2
∫
x∈Rd
f(x)∇xI{x ∈ D}dx
= − τ
(2pi)
d
2
∫
x∈D
∇xf(x)dx (20)
For the update of σ, use Lemma A .1 to obtain
Ey∼N (0,I)
[
y2I{Q(µ+ yσ) > V¯ }]
=Ey∼N (0,I)
[
1
σ
y(µ+ yσ)F (µ+ yσ)− µ
σ
yF (µ+ yσ)
]
=∇µEy∼N (0,I) [(µ+ yσ)F (µ+ yσ)]− µ∇µEy∼N (0,I) [F (µ+ yσ)]
=Ey∼N (0,I) [F (µ+ yσ) + (µ+ yσ)∇µF (µ+ yσ)− µ∇µF (µ+ yσ)]
=Ey∼N (0,I) [F (µ+ yσ) + yσ∇µF (µ+ yσ)]
=G(µ, σ) + σ2∇2µG(µ, σ)
Considering that I{Q(a) > V¯ }+ I{Q(a) ≤ V¯ } = 1, we have
(σ′/σ)2 = G(µ, σ) + σ2∇2µG(µ, σ) + (1−G(µ, σ))
= 1 + σ2∇2µG(µ, σ) (21)
The second order partial derivative of G(µ, σ) can be further extended as
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∇2µG(µ, σ)|µ = ∇µ
∫
y∈Rd
p(y)∇2µI{Q(µ+ yσ) > V¯ }
∣∣
µ
dy
=
1
σ
∫
x∈Rd
p(
x− µ
σ
)∇2xI{x ∈ D}dx
=
1
(2pi)
d
2
1
σ2
∫
x∈Rd
f(x)∇2xI{x ∈ D}dx (22)
Substitute (22) into (21) and use Lemma A .3,
(σ′/σ)2 = 1 +
1
(2pi)
d
2
∫
x∈Rd
f(x)∇2xI{x ∈ D}dx
= 1 +
1
(2pi)
d
2
∫
x∈D
∇2xf(x)dx (23)
To solve for the fixed point, let µ′ = µ, σ′ = σ, we have

∫
x∈D
∇xf(x)dx = 0∫
x∈D
∇2xf(x)dx = 0
(24)
The fixed point can be obtained by substituting ∇xf(x) = − (x−µ)σ2 f(x) and ∇2xf(x) =
(x−µ)2
σ4 f(x) into (24).

µ
∫
x∈D
f(x)dx =
∫
x∈D
xf(x)dx
σ2
∫
x∈D
f(x)dx =
∫
x∈D
(x− µ)2f(x)dx
Then we can obtain the fixed point (17), which completes the proof.
Notice that f(x) ∈ (0, 1]. We observe that, upon the fixed point, µ is a weighted average of
the points within D and σ2 is a weighted average of (x− µ)2 for x ∈ D.
Consider a vanilla policy gradient method under such a setting. The fixed point for policy
gradient is the local maximum of Qpi
old
(a) where the superscript is to emphasize that it is the
Q-function of the old policy. In other words, the vanilla policy gradient method has a tendency
to converge to a deterministic policy regardless of the current state value estimate from the
critic network. However, the update of TDL-ES is aware of the critic and the action distribution
updates towards D := {a|Qpiold(a) > V¯ piold}. When the performance is still poor currently, the
critic will yield a relatively low state value, resulting in a large region D. Therefore, the variance
at the fixed point takes a large value which prevents premature convergence. Moreover, when the
critic is not well learned and produces overly large or small values (which is quite common at
the start of training) resulting in a very small or very large D, the variance remains the same in
expectation due to the lack of information.
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Figure 6: The update of the mean and the standard deviation of the target distribution described
in Theorem A .4 over one iteration when Q(a) = −a2 and V¯ = −1. The top row presents
the update of the standard deviation σ → σ′ and the bottom row presents the update of the
mean µ→ µ′. The figures in the three columns show different situations when the old standard
deviation σ varies.
Figure 6 shows how the target mean and the target standard deviation are updated in one
update step under the simple circumstance in Theorem A .4. We show three cases with different
σ which stands for different tendency of exploration in the figure from left to right. It can be
seen that the target standard deviation is automatically adapted in different situations and the
target mean is always approaching the optimal.
Next, we attempt to answer the second question and consider the alternations between the
policy improvement step and the policy evaluation step instead of only one policy improvement
step. We illustrate that how the policy improves in TDL-ES. We see from the above that in
the policy improvement step, the action distribution moves a step towards D (c.f. (20) and
(23)). This leads to an optimization over the objective defined upon the old value functions∑
aN (a|µ, σ)(Q(a)− V¯ ), since the action distribution moves to the area with highest Q-values.
With a conservative policy update, the performance improves over the iteration. Notice that the
critic learns to predict the mean performance of the current policy, i.e., V¯ ← Ey∼N (0,I)[Q(µ+yσ)].
Therefore, V¯ increases over iterations, leading to a decreased size for D. When the size of D turns
into zero, we obtain a local optimal policy such that pi(a) = N (a|µ, σ), µ→ argmaxaQpi(a) and
σ → 0. Therefore, TDL-ES does not rule out such local optimal policies which indicates that the
target setting procedure in TDL-ES brings no additional bias.
A .3 Variance adaptation
In this section, we present that the variance of the action distribution is self-adapted in real
tasks under the variance update rule of our algorithms. We plot the standard deviation of the
action distribution with respect to the training steps in Figure 7. The results correspond to the
experiments shown in Figure 2. We observe that the variance drops quickly in tasks where our
algorithms achieve a good performance, such as Reacher and Swimmer. In contrast, the variance
drops slowly or even increases in the tasks where some trouble might be encountered during the
learning process, for example plunging into a local minimum. This phenomenon is especially
obvious for TDL-direct in Hopper where the algorithm gets stuck but tries to increase the variance
to escape. Similarly, comparing the results of TDL-ES and TDL-ESr in HumanoidStandup, the
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learning curve of TDL-ES is beneath that of TDL-ESr throughout the training while the standard
deviation of TDL-ES keeps higher and more fluctuating than TDL-ESr to enlarge exploration.
Figure 7: The standard deviation of the action distribution with respect to the training steps for
our algorithms. The shaded areas indicate the areas between the 10% and 90% quantiles of the
mean standard deviations across 5 independent runs. This shows that the variance of the action
distribution is self-adapted in real tasks under the variance update rule of our algorithms.
A .4 Samples with negative advantages
Since in most environments the state is not resettable, only one action sample at can be obtained
from an encountered state st. An estimator of the advantage Aˆt can be calculated from a critic
network and the rewards following at. This estimator is used to evaluate the action at.
In several existing policy gradient methods (such as TRPO, PPO), when Aˆt > 0, the stochastic
gradient ascent on Lˆt(θ) updates θ such that µθ(st) becomes closer to the "good" sample at,
which is as expected. When Aˆt < 0, it pushes µθ(st) to somewhere along the negative direction,
i.e., µold(st)− λat for some λ > 0. This assumes the linearity around the mean of the old action
distribution [32]. If the assumption holds, this may preserve the useful information and help
exploration. Otherwise, pushing the action distribution to such an unexplored direction may
cause instability.
In TDL method, we can specify whether to set the target mean to the negative direction or to
the mean of the old policy when the advantage estimate is negative. In the algorithms that we
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propose in the paper, TDL-direct sets the target mean to the negative direction when facing a
negative advantage estimate, whereas TDL-ES sets the target mean to the mean of the old policy
in such a situation. This choice is based on the following experiment.
We compare variants of TDL-direct and TDL-ES. The target mean for TDL-direct and
TDL-ES can be written respectively as follows:
µˆt = µ
old(st) + f(Aˆt) min(1,
√
2α
||yt||2 )ytσ
old, (25)
µˆt = µ
old(st) + f(Aˆt)ν(at − µold(st)), (26)
For the neg variant, we use f(Aˆt) = sign(Aˆt). For the old variant, we use f(Aˆt) = I{Aˆt > 0}.
We show the comparison with these variants in Figure 8 and observe the following. First,
when the policy updates are conservative (such as TDL-direct), updating the mean of the action
distribution to the negative direction helps exploration. However, in Humanoid, the neg variant
is not as good as the old variant. We guess that, when the action space dimension is large, a
sample with a negative advantage estimate does not indicate the opposite direction is a good
direction for exploration. In contrary, this leads to more instability. Second, when the policy
are exploratory (such as TDL-ES), updating the mean of the action distribution to the negative
direction leads to significant instability.
Figure 8: TDL-ES and TDL-direct compared with the ablated variants. The shaded areas indicate
the areas between the 10% and 90% quantiles of cumulative rewards across 5 independent runs.
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A .5 Hyperparameters and implementation details
The hyperparameters in all the experiments for our algorithms accord to what are listed in Table
1 unless otherwise stated. All the algorithms run on the v2 tasks provided by OpenAI Gym.
The source code can be downloaded from https://github.com/targetdistributionlearning/
target-distribution-learning/.
For the experiments in Figure 1, the configuration of PPO is the same as the original paper
[17] except that a SGD optimizer and simpler network structures are used. The policy network
and the critic network are networks with one 10-neuron hidden layer. The configurations of
TDL-direct and TDL-ES are the same as PPO in terms of the network structures, the number of
samples in each iteration, the learning rate, etc.
For the experiments in Figure 2, the hyperparameters of our algorithms are listed in Table 1.
The hyperparameters of the previous algorithms are based on the corresponding original papers
and the key hyperparameters for these algorithms are tuned individually for each task. The key
hyperparameters includes the initial standard deviation σ0 (or the level of exploration noise for
DDPG), the constraint constant δ for TRPO and the clipping constant  for PPO. We performed
a grid search over these hyperparameters and selected the best for each task.
For the experiment in Figure 3, the initial standard deviation of the action distribution is set
to 1.0 which is the same as that used in the compared PPO and mu2_max(= 2α) is set to 1.0 to
highlight the effect of TDL methods instead of TDL-direct.
Table 1: Hyperparameters in the experiments
Hyperparameter Value
Policy network 3 hidden layers with 64 neurons each
Critic network 3 hidden layers with 64 neurons each
Num. steps in each iteration 2048
Discount rate (γ) 0.995
GAE parameter (λ) 0.97
Num. epochs 60
Minibatch size 256
Adam learning rate 1× 10−4
Initial standard deviation of the action distribution (σ0) 0.3
mu2_max (= 2α) in TDL-direct 0.05
Step size τ in TDL-ES and TDL-ESr 1.0 (0.05 for Ant and Humanoid,
0.5 for HumanoidStandup)
Num. adjacent point N in TDL-ESr 2 (5 for HumanoidStandup)
Revising ratio r in TDL-ESr 0.1 (1.0 for HumanoidStandup)
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